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Representation for RL

What to we want it to do?
I It should facilitate learning a value function or a policy!
I It will probably be defined, in part, by the dynamics



Successor Representation (SR)
(for a fixed policy)

The successor representation is a collection of GVFs:

Gi(s) = E
[ ∞∑

t=0
γt1st=i

∣∣∣∣∣ s0 = s
]

Represents the discounted sum of times state i was visited. In
matrix form:

Θ =
[
G1 G2 . . . Gn

]

Dayan (1993)



Linear Successor Representation
(for a fixed policy)

Linear approximation of the GVFs:

θ>i φ(s) ≈ E
[ ∞∑

t=0
γtφi(st)

∣∣∣∣∣ s0 = s
]

Represents the discounted sum of times state i was visited. In
matrix form:

Θ =
[
θ1 θ2 . . . θn

]



Why SR?

They can compute efficiently any general value function (for a
fixed policy) for any reward function:

VR = ΘR

This can generalize option models to arbitrary rewards 2.
I Holds for arbitrary function approximation with linear

reward functions

2Yao et al. (2014)



Why SR?

They encode the state transitions:

Θ = (I− γP)−1

or, in the linear case:

Θ =
(
I− γF>

)−1



Why SR?

They allow us to compute how changes to a parametrized
policy influence the value function:

dV
dw = γΘ

dP
dw V



SR and place cells
SR share characteristics with place cells, e.g.:

I asymmetrical for some policies
I adapts to obstacles

SimulationExperiment

Stachenfeld et al. (2014)



SR and place cells
Eigen-decomposition of SR share characteristics with grid
cells, e.g.:

I grids of places cells
I follows corridors

(a) Experiment (b) Simulation

Stachenfeld et al. (2014)
Derdikman et al. (2009)



Learning SR

Any value-based method will do, such as TD(λ):

et ← γλet−1 + φt

δt ← φt + γΘ>φt+1 −Θ>φt

Θ← Θ + αetδt
>.

Expensive: O(n2) updates, storage, evaluation of value
function.



Approximate SR

Can we compress/approximate a successor representation?



Approximate SR
Singular Value Decomposition

In most cases, yes!
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Approximate SR

Look for a rank k singular value decomposition

Θ̂ = UΣkV>

I You can approximately get this incrementally!
I Naive: O(k3 + nk) update cost
I In some case, need to deal with numerical issues



Deferred SVD updates

Change approximation to

Θ̂ = UΣkV> + AB>,

where A,B are n × k all zero matrices.
I Store et and δt in a zero column of A and B
I After k steps, update SVD and zero A,B
I O(nk) amortized update cost
I numerically nicer!



Graceful loss of accuracy
Mountain Car, Tile Coding
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Upcoming work

Learning SR is difficult, what can they do for us?
I First order updates to the value function after changing

the policy with:
dV
dw = γΘ

dP
dw V



Thank you!
more details in RLDM 2015 extended abstract


